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Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This is the only aftermarket bezel for the PT cruiser on
Amazon, and some googling shows it is the best price for one if you want to switch to an
aftermarket radio. However, there are some issues you should be aware of: 1 The opening is 3.
Most aftermarket radios need a 4" x 7" opening. You will either have to have the radio behind
this bezel rather awkward , or trim the plastic to fit your radio and use the bezel that came with
your radio to hide the ugly cut. If, like me, you don't know what canbus is, here's the info I
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each rectangular hole in the dash. It doesn't matter if the clip is stuck in the dash or on the
bezel, as long as there is only one clip for each rectangular opening. But I missed a very
important point. Notice any problem matching them up? Well, I didn't notice, and again, I spent
a lot of time wiggling and pushing before I realized the problem, got out my drill, and created the
proper alignment holes in the Chrysler double din mounting brackets. Thanks, everyone, for
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longer to figure things out than to leave this review. My bezel now has faint stress marks that
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them with the stock radio. As others mentioned, you have to cut the plastic around the metal
dash support. A utility knife worked fine for this. Only four stars because they are not up front
about needing the extra harness. Everything else is great. The stereo opening is not the right
size I had to trim a half an inch and a half an inch with wise. The quality of the product is great. I
would say worth the money for ease of install and and factory look, good purchase all around.
Nice product! You may need to do a bit of cutting behind the radio to make it fit. Also, must
purchase a wiring harness for the canbus system. I went a little further by having my Bezel
dipped with a hydrographic pattern before I took on the challenge of installing the radio. Very
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